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An amulet is an object that is typically worn on one's person, that some people believe has the
magical or miraculous power to protect its holder, either to protect them in general or to
protect them from some specific thing; it is often also used as an ornament though that may
not be the intended purpose of it. Ancient Rome - Abrahamic religions - Buddhism - Other
cultures.Amulet. charm. Amulet, also called Talisman, an object, either natural or man-made,
believed to be endowed with special powers to protect or bring good fortune. Amulets are
carried on the person or kept in the place that is the desired sphere of influence—e.g., on a
roof or in a field.AMULETS. Portland, Oregon. Amulets is the solo project of Portland-based
audio + visual artist Randall Taylor. Through the exploration of cassette manipulation.An
amulet is a small object that a person wears, carries, or offers to a deity because he or she
believes that it will magically bestow a particular power or form of protection.Rich with
symbols, the Amulet Collection lets you design meaningful jewelry that reflects the way you
see the world. And with an ever-evolving array of Amulets.Items 1 - 24 of 35 Amulets.
Meaningful jewelry. made by you. We're making it easy and fun for you to put a bold personal
stamp on each and every day.Together with other kinds of talismans, amulets are becoming
very popular today. They are usually crystals, Celtic crosses, or other mystical jewelry worn as
a.Amulets is the solo project of Portland-based audio + visual artist Randall Taylor. Amulets
employs handmade endless cassette tape loops and live processed.Amulets is the solo project
of Portland-based audio + visual artist Randall Taylor. Amulets employs handmade cassette
tape loops and live processed guitar lo.Amulet definition, a small object worn to ward off evil,
harm, or illness or to bring good fortune; protecting charm. See more.Amulets are items worn
to protect their wearer by their religious associations, a religious equivalent to armour. In
ancient Egypt any item of jewellery is likely to.Our unique amulets, charms, and pendants
feature crescent moons, crowns, fleur -de-lis, sand dollars, & other images synonymous with
New Orleans culture.Amulet. From Path of Exile Wiki. Jump to: navigation, search. Amulets
are a type of accessory that can provide a variety of different bonuses.Synonyms for amulet at
aceacademysports.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for amulet.An Amulet is a piece of jewellery in Old School RuneScape. When
strung with some wool and enchanted, it can give special effects for the wearer, some of.k
Followers, Following, Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from AMULETS
(@amuletsmusic).Amulet definition is - a charm (such as an ornament) often inscribed with a
magic incantation or symbol to aid the wearer or protect against evil.
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